In this paper, we propose a new caluculation method of user equilibrium assignment and derive the equilibrium arrangement of housings and jobs theoretically in the urban model with constrained capacity. When doing formulization, we show that minimizing the summation of the costs, commuting travel cost, working travel cost and location cost caused by the density of housings or jobs node, is non-convex quadratic programming problem and the problem results in quadratic programming problem using reformulation-linearization technique, and as a result we are able to derive the equilibrium arrangement of distribution of housings and jobs.
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─ 381 ─ The purpose of this paper is to derive the equilibrium arrangement of housings and jobs theoretically in the urban model which consists of housings and jobs when doing equilibrium assignment of the costs when doing equilibrium assignment in accordance with equal-cost principle to the people. The costs in the urban model are (i)commuting travel cost, (ii)working travel cost and (iii)location cost, and we calculate two travel costs from a travel distance and location cost from a density of housings or jobs. Furthermore, we set the constrained capacity to building nodes in the urban model, so we are able to consider existing buildings of real space as given when we offer the model in analysis to the real. When doing equilibrium assignment of the costs to the people, the convergent state of the arrangement of housings and jobs will be determined in accordance with the balance mechanism of travel costs and location cost, and the logic of the economic principle: reducing the cost and gaining the benefit. We call the arrangement of housings and jobs like that as the equilibrium arrangement.
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As a concrete proposed method, first of all, we calculate all costs of a people who works at node i and lives at node j, and we make clear that equilibrium assignment of the costs all people defray in the urban model is equal to mathematical programming problem. After that, the distance matrix we give to solve the problem does not satisfy the condition of semi definiteness, so we show that the problem is to be non convex quadratic programming problem. For that reason, we describe that non convex quadratic programming problem comes down to linear programming problem using reformulation-linearization technique, and we formulate the equilibrium assignment of the costs to derive the equilibrium assignment of housings and jobs. At the last, we figure out the equilibrium arrangements of "H − W − H" linear city and "H − W − H" 2D city as examples of numerical analysis and describe the characters of parameters: α, moving frequency between jobs, and β, location parameter.
In this paper, we treat the people as a constant number (T = 5.5) and parameter β as the same to all nodes, so we do not care about system dynamics of inflow and outflow of people between other cities and about importance and character of each nodes. However, we think that it is important to derive the convergent solution uniquely in the sense of following urban change. Furthermore, even in the case that the convergent solution from the proposed method makes the error, that repeated calculation method using it are able to pursue the solution is self-evident. And more, we would like to make the next step that the urban model and formulation of equilibrium assignment of the costs are able to apply the real city by setting each location parameters to each nodes. 
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